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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your client is using As Of Processing and is running the
Partial generation program to update the ASOF (F41112) file
with information from new records. There are four values for
the posted code (IPCD) in the item Ledger (F4111) filed.

Which values are processed by R41542 Partial Generation and
added to the F4112 ASOF file
A. Records in the Item Leger file (F4111) containing Posted
Code ''Y'' will be added to the F41112Item ASOF file.
B. Records in the Item Leger file (F4111) containing Posted
Code ''X'' will be added to the F41112 Item ASOF file.
C. Records in the Item Leger file (F4111) containing Posted
Code ''X'' will be added to the F41112Item ASOF file.
D. Records in the Item Leger file (F4111) containing Posted
Code ''Blank'' will be added to the F41112Item ASOF file.
E. Records in the Item Leger file (F4111) containing Posted
Code ''Blank" will be added to the F41112Item ASOF file.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
You work as the developer in an IT company. Recently your
company has business with a big client. Now the client needs an
undo buffer which stores data modifications. Your company asks
you to create an undo buffer for the undo. The undo
functionality must undo the most recent data modifications
first. Besides this, the undo buffer only allows the storage of
strings. You must ensure this two. In the options below, which
code segment should you use?
A. Queue&lt;string&gt; undoBuffer = new Queue&lt;string&gt;();
B. Stack undoBuffer = new Stack();
C. Queue undoBuffer = new Queue();
D. Stack&lt;string&gt; undoBuffer = new Stack&lt;string&gt;();
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have a dashboard that shows the number of completed calls
and cancelled calls in a chart. Sales Representatives mark
completed calls by using one of the following values: Wrong
Number, Left Message, or Connected.
You need to update the dashboard to display wrong phone
numbers.
How should you make the modification? To answer, select the
appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
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